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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
December 4, 2020      
 
JIN YOUNG KO 
 
  
Q.  Jin Young, what a great second round today. When did the momentum start 
kicking in for you today? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  First two. 
 
Q.  First two holes. You started off of 10, correct? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  You birdied 10? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Yeah. 
 
Q.  What was the most memorable birdie? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Of course, first hole with the birdie is always good to start. But I had 
bogey after birdie, so two times, birdie and then bogey, birdie and bogey. It was a little bit 
angry, but I try to focus on my game. Also just keep warm, stay warm. But today was hot 
and sunny, but I don't want to take off my jacket or rain pants. I like warm. 
 
Q.  The first birdie on 10, how short of a putt was it? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  It was not too short, it was maybe four or five meters. 
 
Q.  Entering this week, what were some of your expectations?  
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  (Answer in Korean.) 
 
Q.  You didn't want to catch a cold? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Yes. 
 
Q.  That was your expectation this week? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Yes. 
 
Q.  And compared to yesterday, it's a lot different conditions, how did the course 
change? 
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JIN YOUNG KO:  Yesterday was chilly and then a lot of wind, but today was just calm and 
sunny, so big difference. I got maybe hybrid some holes, but today 8- or 7-irons, so it was 
easier, but still colder a little bit, so it's not too easy. 
 
Q.  And then for tomorrow, what are you thinking? What is your goal and strategy for 
tomorrow? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  My goal is don't (speaking in Korean.) Just the anger on the course, that's 
my goal. 
 
Q.  And my last question, a lot of Korean players worked on their YouTube channels 
over the pandemic. Did you enjoy filming and getting a little more YouTube work 
done? 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Well, no, because I want to show to the fans about the traveling in the 
world with this tour and the other players as well, but I couldn't, I couldn't do that. So it was a 
little sad, but I tried to like show to my fans for the funny things. 
 
Q.  Well, we still enjoyed watching you eat the kogi, the meat, and we still enjoyed 
watching. Thank you so much, Jin Young, and good luck the rest of the week. 
 
JIN YOUNG KO:  Okay. 
 


